Guidelines for CCIM Deal Making Session and LIN Marketing Meeting Guests

The purpose of CCIM Deal Making Sessions and LIN Marketing Meetings is to offer CARNM members an opportunity to become familiar with properties on the market and to network with other CARNM members. To prevent guests from circumventing CARNM membership rules, the following guidelines will apply:

1. All guests must be invited by an attending CARNM or CCIM member, and the CARNM or CCIM member is responsible for the $10 broker (or others who work in a brokerage firm) guest fee (cash or check payments only) or $100 fee for all other guests. Members should contact the CARNM office in advance of the meeting when bringing guests.

2. Guests may attend both the CCIM Deal Making Session and the LIN Marketing Meeting up to two times each calendar year.

3. Participation in a CCIM Forum or LIN meeting as a speaker will not count toward a guest’s yearly limit on meeting attendance.